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The Toronto Real Estate Market is HOT.
It's A Great Time To Sell!
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Condo renovations Some basics to consider

ome renovations are always complicated, but condo
renovations entail some unique considerations. If
you’re thinking of renovating your condo, these tips
will come in handy.
You’ll need permission from your condo board first:
Most boards have a list of requirements that condo owners
must follow. It’s not advisable to start a condo renovation without obtaining the green light from the board. Failing to comply
with regulations could lead to legal costs and a summons to
re-do the renovation.
Plan for a deposit and insurance expenses:
Your condo board may require you to pay a deposit or take out
insurance before starting your renovation project to cover
potential damage to common areas (i.e., hallways, elevators,
etc.). The deposit will be returned if no damage occurs and
insurance covers you for any damage that may happen.
Schedule the work for least disturbance:
Renovation sounds can disturb your neighbours. Some noise
bylaws state that construction-related sounds are unacceptable

between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. Monday to Friday, and from to 7
p.m. to 9 a.m. on Saturdays, while no construction noise is
allowed on Sundays or statutory holidays at all. You should also
consider the lifestyle of your neighbours, especially during the
pandemic when most people work at home and may have kids
learning online. Advising your neighbours ahead of time and
apologizing for any inconvenience prior to launching the project is recommended.
Take into account pandemic-related rules:
While some COVID-19 restrictions may be eased, it's likely that
social distancing will still be in effect while your renovations are
underway, especially mask wearing and the frequent cleaning
and disinfecting of equipment. Your board will inform you of
the safety measures required.
Finally, a few renovation rules of thumb:
Condos are typically small so stay somewhere else during
the reno; Remember to reserve the elevator for work times;
Kitchen and bathroom renovations give the most return on
investment.
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